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INTRODUCTION

Designing for robustness: surprise, agility and improvisation
in policy design
Michael Howletta, Giliberto Capanob and M. Rameshc

aDepartment of Political Science, Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, BC, Canada; bDepartment of Political
and Social Sciences, University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy; cLee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National
University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore

ABSTRACT
How best to deal with uncertainty and surprise in policy-making is an
issue which has troubled policy studies for some time. Studies of
policy uncertainty and policy failure have emphasized the need to
create policies able to be improvised upon in the face of an uncertain
future, meaning there is a need to design and adopt policies featur-
ing agility, and flexibility in their components and processes. Such
policies require redundant resources and capabilities and this need is
in strong opposition to ideas about design which equate better
designs with efficiency, implying the allocation of only the minimum
amount of resources possible, and which also often emphasize rou-
tinization and the replication of standard operating procedures and
programme elements in order to ensure consistency in programme
delivery. While these latter designs may be appropriate in stable
circumstances or where competition can provide a degree of sys-
tem-level resilience, this is not true for many public sector activities
where government is the sole provider of particular goods andwhere
services and future scenarios are unknown, contested or unpredict-
able. As studies of crisis management and other similar situations
have emphasized, in these instances robustness is needed and can
be planned for. This article examines the concepts of surprise, agility
and improvisation and their linkages to robustness in order to both
clarify terminology and outline the organizational and managerial
features of policies and policy-making which prevent, and facilitate,
flexible adaptation in both policy content and processes.

Introduction – robustness as a key criterion of policy design(s)

The modern policy sciences are founded on the idea that accumulating and utilizing knowl-
edge of the effects and impacts of a relatively well known set of policy means developed over
many years of state-building experience can marshal them effectively to achieve government
ends (Howlett & Mukherjee, 2014; Lasswell & Lerner, 1951). However, more recently there
has been a recognition that even in cases of well-thought out and intentioned or otherwise
well-designed policies, failures commonly occur overtime as their environment changes and
evolves, undermining the assumptions and expectations that went into their formulation
(Howlett, Ramesh, & Xun, 2015; Jacobs & Kent Weaver, 2015; Nair & Howlett, 2017). Even
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when policies are designed with a clear evidentiary basis in a model process they may still fail
if they do not adapt to changings circumstances and concerns as policy implementation
proceeds and the policy is put into action (Bennett & Lemoine, 2014a; Nair &Howlett, 2017).

That is, governments commonly grapple with complex problems involving situations
in which they must deal with multiple actors, ideas and interests in complex problem
environments which typically evolve and change overtime. This so-called VUCA
(volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity) world (Bennett & Lemoine, 2014b)
complicates policy-making, makes predictions difficult if not impossible and suggests a
need to be able to design and adopt policies featuring some level of agility and flexibility
in their components and processes.

However, the degree to which such changes can be identified and correctly antici-
pated varies directly with the level of ‘turbulence’ in the policy environment (Metcalfe,
Hanf, & Scharpf, 1978; Salmador & Juan, 2013), meaning it is not always clear precisely
how much agility is required.

That is, even with environments in which policy actors, targets and goals change
only slowly and are relatively stable, there is always some uncertainty about how long
this situation will last and a prudent policy will always be designed within some set of
risk parameters and with some degree of flexibility (Capano & Woo, 2017).

In more turbulent circumstances, where policy ideas and actors change frequently
(Howlett & Ramesh, 2002), this problem is magnified. In such conditions, policies must
be designed to be more agile and flexible than is often thought, posing challenges to
both policy theory and policy practice. In practice, such conditions mean policies and
policy-making require additional and redundant resources and capabilities which allow
them to change course as conditions change, including feedback mechanisms and
procedures for automatic or semi-automatic adjustment (Soss & Moynihan, 2014).
And in theory, recognition of this need is in strong opposition to many ideas about
policy-making which equate better designs with efficiency, implying the allocation of
only the minimum amount of resources possible, and which also often emphasize
routinization and the replication of standard operating procedures and programme
elements in order to ensure consistency in programme delivery (Cole & Grossman,
1999; Moxey, White, & Ozanne, 1999).

Dealing with such issues and problems is, of course, also made even more complex
by the fact that public policy-making commonly results from the interactions of policy-
makers in the exercise of power rather than knowledge. This means what should be
done in matching policy design to context is not always what is done and, as Maor has
observed, governments commonly over- and under-react to the severity and needs of a
policy context, leading to the under or over-design of policies (Maor, 2012a, 2014).

That is, it has long been noted in the policy sciences that policy-making efforts can
be well thought out and constructed to overcome their challenges but can also be
arbitrary or capricious, and can, or fail to, correctly identify or solve the problems they
are expected to address, including the appropriateness of their degree of flexibility and
agility or adaptability (Capano & Woo, 2017). In the latter case, policy decisions and
‘design’ considerations may be more or less absent and the quality of the logical or
empirical relations between policy components as solutions to problems may be
incorrect or ignored (Cohen, March, & Olsen, 1972; Dryzek, 1983; Eijlander, 2005;
Franchino & Hoyland, 2009; Kingdon, 1984; Sager & Rielle, 2013).
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Hence, the ‘continuous anticipation and learning’ needed for adaptive policies and
robustness is not automatic and is often lacking in contemporary policy-making
(Volkery & Ribeiro, 2009). In the context of climate change, for example, Tschakert
and Dietrich (2010) have noted the lack of learning tools and processes of ‘translation
and diffusion of learning’ to facilitate adaptation and deal with complexity and uncer-
tainties despite numerous studies highlighting the critical role of, and need for, ‘colla-
borative, iterative, self-organizing processes of learning-by-doing’ in order to enhance
the adaptive capacities of vulnerable communities and systems.

The essays in this special issue address a wide range of questions related to policy
design for robustness. As they argue, achieving robustness involves not only capacity
and capability issues around manpower training and skills among policymakers but also
competence or effective leadership, brokerage and entrepreneurship in the pursuit of
these goals. Their approaches and content are set out below following a short discussion
of the theoretical and practical challenges common to efforts to improve design
robustness.

Why and when is robustness needed? The interactions between
uncertainty, surprise and agility in public policy-making

Policies are only as good as the knowledge that leads to their creation and informs their
adoption and implementation. ‘Policy surprise’ is a shorthand term to describe the
feeling or situation of administrators faced with unexpected or unanticipated outcomes
of their policy efforts (Gross, 2010; Swedlow, 2011).

While some policies are intended only to be short-term fixes, studies of policy
uncertainty and policy failure have emphasized the need in many cases to design agility,
improvisation and flexibility, or robustness, into policies in order for them to be able to
adapt to deal with surprise and uncertain futures over the medium-to-long term
(Capano & Woo, 2017; Kwakkel, Walker, & Vincent, 2010; Walker, Lempert, &
Kwakkel, 2013; Walker, Marchau, & Swanson, 2010).

Studies of policy uncertainty, crisis management, policy learning and policy capacity
(Moynihan, 2009a), for example, have all emphasized the need to design some mod-
icum of robustness into most policies. This means to design policies capable of main-
taining the same performance in the face of any type of internal/external perturbation
(Capano & Woo, 2017) in order to deal with surprise and avoid policy failure caused by
unexpected or unknown occurrences which upset initial design specifications and
assumptions (Howlett et al., 2015).

As the OECD (2011) noted, achieving robustness in practice ultimately involves
accurately answering a host of questions around such issues as:

● How can human and financial resources be reallocated in a timely manner to
emerging policy issues?

● What new frameworks are needed for enhancing strategic agility in public
governance?

● How can governments identify and act on the issues that need attention?
● How can they move resources quickly to address these challenges, as well as
situations that were not foreseen?
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Administrative agility and flexibility is needed in such circumstances and robustness
can, and should, be planned for (Comfort, 2010, 2012) and implemented through the
adoption of specific kinds of procedural tools into policy mixes (Howlett, 2017; Lang,
2016). Swanson and Bhadwal (2009), for example, emphasize the importance of incor-
porating formal policy review and continuous learning (regular review process even
when the policy is functioning well) into policy mixes as one of several process tools
that can help policies deal effectively with anticipated and unanticipated conditions and
enhance policy robustness.

Dealing with uncertainty

The continual risk of surprise highlights a critical challenge that faces decision makers and
planners in designing policies: dealing with uncertainty (Morgan&Henrion, 1990). Surprises
come in different degrees depending on the amount of knowledgewhich exists on a particular
problem and how much of it is known to decision makers and administrators (Lempert,
Popper, & Bankes, 2002). Policymakers often must act within the confines of limited and
sometimes no information about the likely future policy environment and the ability of policy
measures to deal with it. In this sense, as Swanson (2006) and Swanson et al. (2010)) argued,
much policy-making in akin to gardening in so far as it is ‘muddy, attentive and experiential,
because we really do not know what growing conditions will prevail’ (pp. 927).

As discussed above, well known relationships within static contexts, for example,
may react well to routinization and require little amendment overtime. And some
government policies may also be crafted in response to events and future environments
that are ‘reasonably predictable’ – such as cycles of commodity price swings or periods
of inflation and unemployment, or longer term demographic changes such as aging of
populations or increasing urbanization.

Many others, however, are likely to be affected by policy events and futures which
are more unpredictable, ‘unforeseen’ and ‘unprojectable’, or potentially ‘catastrophic’
(Walker et al., 2010). Even a policy which may be effective in the short-term may
succumb to medium- and long-term changes in problem or policy contexts which may
render it ineffective overtime (Nair & Howlett, 2017). In such circumstances, it is
prudent to design policies and policy processes which are adaptable in the face of
change, that is, are capable of continuing to perform its role despite often significant
changes in policy contexts (Jordan & Matt, 2014; Voss, Bauknecht, & Kemp, 2006).

This is what ‘policy robustness’ is all about and determining what type of uncertainty exists
is a key criterion in determiningwhat kind of policy response is needed in terms of robustness.

That is, as Stirling (2010) noted, different kinds of uncertainty exist and not all
situations of knowledge and ignorance demand the same policy response. Parameter
and associated ‘fuzzy’ uncertainty, for example, is common in day-to-day policy-mak-
ing, for example, whereby it is often not known in real-time, to give only one instance,
what is the actual unemployment rate to be used to calculate interest rates and other
monetary policy tools expected to overcome it (deLeon, 1992; Linder & Peters, 1988).
Policymakers and implementers may be somewhat surprised when particular elements
of policies or their expectations fail to occur as anticipated, but they are not necessarily
deeply shocked or disturbed when this happens. Even when causal relationships and
future scenarios are relatively well known, there is always some uncertainty with respect
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to policy predictions due to statistical and uncertainties in data and estimates of the
coefficients attached to expected relationships between policy interventions and target
behaviour and policy actors, generally, are aware of this (Jarvis, 2011; Morgan &
Henrion, 1990; Schrader, Riggs, & Smith, 1993).

Various techniques have been developed and can be used to cover this kind of
uncertainty, such as conventional forecasting methods like Monte Carlo simulations
and other kinds of statistical analyses which can provide likelihood estimates and
probabilities in situations of parameter uncertainty which are good enough for action
to be taken and build-in the possibility of small errors and mistakes (Brugnach &
Ingram, 2012; Walker et al., 2010). Policies, in these instances, do not have to deal with
great variation and thus do not have to be very agile, flexible or ‘robust’ (see Figure 1).

There is much more ambiguity in scenario forecasts and projections, however, when
critical data is lacking or non-existent. This makes it much more difficult to assign
probability distributions to possible future scenarios with any confidence (Jarvis, 2011;
Lempert et al., 2002; McInerney, Lempert, & Keller, 2012; Walker et al., 2010) and
policies must be designed to be more ‘robust’ than ‘normal’ if they are not to fail.
Historically, students of ‘wicked’ and ‘tame’ policy problems such as Churchman (1967)
and Rittel and Webber (1973) thought about uncertainty in this sense, that is, focusing
on the extent to which problem causes and solutions were known or unknown or, in
Simon’s terms, well ‘structured’ and ‘ill-structured’ (Head & Alford, 2013; Simon, 1973).
Allowing for a greater range in estimates and efforts, as well as building in learning
activities such as mid-term and first year reviews are common techniques for dealing
with such issues and levels of uncertainty.

However, a much more complex range of possible policy-making scenarios or
contexts exists when both the level of ‘objective’ knowledge of problems as well as
the relative nature of decision makers’ knowledge of that ‘fact-base’ are taken into

Figure 1. Different kinds of uncertainty faced by policymakers and types of policy-making responses.
Source: Stirling (2010)
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account; or if there is little agreement on the choice of variables to be included in
models. These situations all augment the need for ever greater agility in policies and
policy-making in order to deal with a wider range of possible future scenarios including
a higher likelihood of surprise.

Walker, Adnan Rahman, and Cave (2001), Kwakkel et al. (2010) and Walker et al.
(2010) have developed a set of propositions for policy-making dealing with these latter
kinds of ambiguity which move from the relatively well known situation described
above towards the most unknown future, what they call policy-making in the situation
of ‘deep uncertainty’. They identified five common situations of ‘relative ignorance’
with which policymakers must deal. Each of these types has an impact on policy-
making, or should, if policy failures linked to poor knowledge or ignorance are to be
avoided.

As Becker and Brownson (1964) and others have pointed out, even at a relatively
simple level when knowledge is available on a subject, policymakers may not be aware
of it and thus undertake decision-making on the basis of uninformed ignorance rather
than informed awareness. This becomes even more complex when collective or absolute
knowledge of a subject or phenomenon is lacking or disputed, such as occurred with
issues such as AIDS in the early 1980s and Climate Change in the 1990s. Decision
makers may be aware of this gap and function with an attitude of prudent awareness or,
when they are unaware of their ignorance, with a hubristic attitude or over-confidence
(Becker & Brownson, 1964).

Other uncertainties exist in this area as well. Maxim and van der Sluijs (2011), for example,
note that most policy typologies are focused on the ‘producer’ of information and ignore
uncertainty related to process and communication between producer and the end-user, i.e.
the decision maker. These uncertainties can relate to ‘qualification of knowledge base’ or the
degree of agreement upon or the absolute size of the evidentiary support for models, or the
‘value-ladenness’ of policy choices, which includes different actor perspectives on the worth
and value of the knowledge and information being utilized for decision-making and the
presentation of arguments concerning preferred policy alternatives and pathways
(Mathijssen, Petersen, Besseling, Rahman, & Don, 2007) (see Figure 2).

Nature of Existing Knowledge of a Phenomenon
Aspects of the problem 
and possible solutions are 
Known

Aspects are Unknown 

Nature of 
Decision-
Makers’ 
Awareness 
of Existing 
Knowledge 
of a 
Phenomenon

Aware 

Known-Known:
Key Policy Actors are 
aware of the known 
aspects of a phenomena
(INFORMED 
AWARENESS)

Known-Unknown:
Key Policy Actors are aware 
that certain aspects of the 
phenomenon are unknown
(PRUDENT AWARENESS)

Ignorant

Unknown-Known:
Key Policy Actors are 
unaware of known aspects 
of a phenomenon

(UNINFORMED 
IGNORANCE)

Unknown-Unknown:
Key Policy actors are unaware 
that certain aspects of the 
phenomenon are unknown

(IMPRUDENT 
IGNORANCE)

Figure 2. Policymaker’s knowledge and comprehension matrix.
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Designing for robustness: incorporating both procedural and substantive
policy tools into policy mixes

Understanding the nature of these different types of levels of uncertainty and applying
them to specific policy-making instances is, thus, key in understanding, anticipating
and planning for policy robustness (Bond, Angus Morrison-Saunders, Gunn, Pope, &
Retief, 2015; Leung, Noble, Gunn, & Jochen, 2015; Schrader et al., 1993).

Exactly how these different types of uncertainty manifest themselves in policy-
making is complex. Outcomes, outputs, impacts and target behaviour are only a few
of the many aspects of policy-making which are uncertain. But as pointed out above,
coping with the challenges posed by uncertainty in policy-making historically has
involved mainly attempting to better assess the degree of uncertainty or risk involved
in a given policy-making situation (Jarvis, 2011). For the most part this has involved
trying to better understand causal relationships and more accurately specify the para-
meters of multi-variable ‘equations’ thought to produce desired outcomes – such as
how high unemployment insurance payments must be in order to provide an adequate
cushion for the temporary jobless while discouraging this condition from being a more
permanent one (Morgan & Henrion, 1990).

While it is true that many uncertainties stem from a lack of knowledge of cause and
effect relationships between policy interventions and outcomes, however, only some are
amenable to more precise specification or improvement through better data collection and
analysis. Very complex and dynamic relationships can be difficult to model or may involve
a wide range of possible variable parameters. Even in the short term, policies that are
unable to function effectively under dynamic and uncertain conditions are usually unable
to achieve their intended goals when such conditions prevail and impede the ability of
societies to adapt to changing conditions (Swanson & Bhadwal, 2009). In many cases,
ranging from finance and immigration to pollution and healthcare, for example, a rapid
pace of change in the technological, economic and social environment is coupled with a
reduction in the ability of single jurisdictions to control internal and cross-border issue
areas (Bakir, 2017). And, as has already been noted, tendencies of bureaucracies to develop
standard operating procedures and to ‘silo’ policy work in specific agencies also can ossify
policy-making and reduce the scope for change (Collins, 2013; Yackee & Yackee, 2010).

Designing policies which are robust over such a wide range of unknowns and
uncertainties is, thus, a major challenge.

On substantive level, ‘robust’ policies are those which incorporate some slack,
allowing room for adjustments as conditions change. Robust policies, as in the case
of a bridge or building, need to be ‘overdesigned’ or ‘over-engineered’ in order to allow
for a greater range of effective, thus ‘robust’, responses across contexts and time. The
ability to alter and adapt policies on the fly – to improvise effectively – requires some
level of redundancy in programme resources and parameters but may involve signifi-
cant administrative and other redundancies and expenses in the short term which may
make them difficult to enact or implement.

This can be effective and even efficient over the long term, for example, in the case of
‘automatic stabilizers’ such as welfare payments or unemployment insurance payments
in the event of an economic downturn, maintaining some level of spending and saving
despite a general economic contraction and removing some funds from investment
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availability during boom times (Salamon, 2002; Sterner, 2003). Seemingly irrelevant
organizational units and knowledge may become highly relevant when the context
changes, or when an organization is faced with new challenges or external threats.

This is well illustrated in the case of crisis and disaster management where, in order
to be able to survive crises, systems and organizations require redundancy, back-up
systems of sorts and a greater use of materials than would normally be necessary for
efficiency in a technical sense (Cyert & March, 1992; Lai, 2012). Organizations can
become too lean (Radnor & Boaden, 2004) and may eliminate elements that could be
useful when circumstances change; thus, restricting the ability of an organization to
respond to surprises (Lai, 2012).

Suchminimum levels of robustness, however, may not be enough in dealing with deeper
levels of uncertainty. These circumstances require not just robust policies but also policy
processes that promote robustness. Policy designs that contain both a substantive compo-
nent – a set of alternative arrangements thought to be potentially capable of resolving or
addressing some aspect of a policy problem, one or more of which is ultimately put into
practice – as well as a procedural component – a set of activities related to securing some
level of agreement among those charged with formulating, deciding and administering that
alternative vis-à-vis other alternatives (Howlett, 2011) are needed.

The inclusion of procedural arrangements and tools promoting policy learning and
change, for example, are required in situations of deep uncertainty. That is, policy
robustness in such circumstances requires a style of decision-making, which allows
response to surprises to be improvised and implemented in an effective way as they
occur (Room, 2013a, 2013b), such as built-in policy reviews, and mechanisms for
outside evaluation and control including provisions for future public hearings and
information access, disclosure and dissemination which can allow more significant
adjustments to changing circumstances to occur (Lang, 2016).

Effective use of these kinds of tools is needed to ensure policy-making is robust over highly
uncertain future pathways. Effective improvisation (Cunha, Pina, Kamoche, & Da Cunha,
2002) requires policy-making processes in which different sources of knowledge and power
are properly aligned and connected (Brady, 2011; Edelenbos, van Buuren, & Van Schie,
2011). This includes not only the ability to be sensitive to the early awareness of incipient
trends, converging forces and risks of discontinuities and disruptions but also resource
fluidity and the real-time mobilization and (re) deployment of strategic resources or funds,
people and competencies to take policies in new directions (Doz & Kosonen, 2014).

The European Environment Agency (EEA) (2001) report on long-term policies, for
example, has repeatedly emphasized the importance of building into policies various
processes needed to recognize early warnings of changes in policy environments,
especially as new knowledge emerges. The report noted with rising degrees of uncer-
tainty about the future states of a policy environment the suitability of existing policy
solutions to address specific policy problems in the future declines, but that many of the
serious problems posed by deep uncertainties at present could be reduced if policy-
making remained flexible and adaptive, or robust. This can include actions promoting
informal relationships, personal connections and past experiences which are the pre-
requisites for collaboration in extreme events or, what Lai (2012) call ‘auto-adaptation
to initial conditions’, the frequent re-examination and adaptation to changes of initial
conditions and assumptions.
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Overcoming capacity and competence challenges in achieving robustness:
the need for leadership, brokerage and entrepreneurship

As the above discussion suggests, governments often face empirical, capacity and
knowledge-related circumstances which pose significant challenges to the continuing
effectiveness of policies and policy-making and to the design and enactment of appro-
priate policies to deal with the level of uncertainty they encounter. Many of these
challenges relate to ensuring that existing policies and programmes can be adjusted
once they have been put in place (Jordan & Matt, 2014).

While it has sometimes been possible in the past to deal with some problems through a
succession of short-term, bargain-driven, arrangements among affected interests and
players (Hayes, 2007; Sharkansky, 1971; Sharkansky & Zalmanovitch, 2000), it is not always
possible to secure the agreement of all affected interests in times of crisis and expecting
governments to react appropriately to changing circumstances may prove illusory, with
significant negative implications and ramifications (Howell & Jackman, 2013; Matheson,
2000; Mittenzwei, Persson, Höglind, & Sigrun, 2017).

Attaining robust policies rather requires a conscious effort to diagnose existing levels
of uncertainty and to design policies and policy-making processes capable of changing
overtime in light of this diagnosis, and of adapting to a wide range of potential future
circumstances (Capano & Woo, 2017; Day & Klein, 1989). Formulating and implement-
ing policy processes and programmes which promote agility is not automatic, however,
but requires care and forethought.

Many strategies exist which could help enhance policy robustness and being able to tell
which type of uncertainty a problem falls into is an important element of being able to
recommend and design strategies and policy options which can deal with it effectively.
Correspondingly, failing to correctly identify the bounds and range of these uncertainties is
a major cause of policy failures due to over- and under-reaction (Maor, 2012a, 2012b) and
over and under-policy design. Enhancing the discretion of managers or street-level admin-
istrators working in traditional bureaucratic organizations to allow them to adapt policies
on the ground, for example, could work in some situations. But it is unlikely to overcome
locked-in policy routines and demands for short-term efficiency in policy-making.

The desire to create effective policies in areas such as climate change, for example,
where problems are expected to mount in number and persist over the long term, needs
to not only be based on evidence and logic but also to embody flexibility in order to still
be able to deliver on expectations about programme and policy goals and objectives
(Jordan & Matt, 2014; Leone, 2010).

Of course, this does not always happen and even in areas like climate change policies
may be created which are short term and difficult to change (Howlett 2014a). This can
be attributed in many cases to capacity limitations governments face (Howlett, Ramesh,
& Wu, 2015). As we have seen, attaining robustness involves accurately assessing
underlying levels of uncertainty and the design of appropriate tools to surmount
them requires a great deal of governmental policy capacity (Howlett et al., 2015). But
policymakers seeking such solutions face many political, social and institutional chal-
lenges in terms of the resources needed to conduct relevant analysis and to deploy
additional resources to plan for and deal with future known and ‘unknown unknowns’
(Nair & Howlett, 2017).
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Simply throwing resources at a problem, however, does not guarantee robustness will be
achieved. In dealing with higher levels of uncertainty, policymakers must operate as
‘continuous policy-fixers’ (Ingraham, 1987) and their role oscillates between that of a policy
‘architect’, ‘facilitator’ and ‘learner’ in the policy process to appropriately ‘adjust’ the
policies in response to changing conditions overtime. Overcoming both short-term elec-
toral and bargaining orientations which prevent or militate against such activity, and
overcoming an emphasis in public administration towards routinization and narrowly
defined considerations of efficiency, are also required if this is to occur (Bason, 2014;
Chiarini, 2012; Howlett & Mukherjee, 2014; Junginger, 2013; Mulgan, 2008).

Brokerage, for example, is important in ensuring that knowledge and power are
brought together in the right combination to result in problem-centred policy-making
(Christopoulos & Ingold, 2011). Its prevailing function in a policy design perspective is
bridging and connecting different groups in a network or different actors on a common
project of design, or in channelling improvisation according to the planned design in
order to maintain of facilitate agility. Entrepreneurship (Schneider and Teske, 1995;
Kingdon 1984, Levy & Scully, 2007; Mintrom, 1997; Mintrom & Norman, 2009; Wijen
& Ansari, 2007) is also important as entrepreneurs can be the bearers of innovation or
act to enlighten policymakers with respect to the real meaning of new evidence-based
knowledge (Argote, Beckman, & Epple, 1990; Darr, Argote, & Epple, 1995). Leadership
is also significant (Blondel 1987; Weber, 1978) as transformational and transactional
leadership (cf. Burns, 2012; Selznick, 1984; Gronn, 2009; Pfeffer, 1977; Svara, 1994;
Stiller 2010), each activate different mechanisms of followership critical in steering the
policy design process by ‘constraining’ or encouraging policymakers to maintain their
commitment towards robustness.

Searching for robustness: the content of this special issue

As the OECD (2011) put it in a recent study of policy agility, thinking about policy
robustness involves answering the question: ‘What does government need to do in order
to become more strategically sensitive to emerging policy issues; better align government
policies and activities to shared objectives and the public interest; facilitate the timely
reallocation of human and financial resources to emerging policy needs?’ (p. 139).

Within the policy sciences, the ‘design’ orientation addresses these questions about
policy instruments and implementation and how the attainment of superior results can
be achieved (Linder & Peters, 1988; May, 2003). Policy design, in this sense, is a specific
form of policy formulation based on the gathering of knowledge about the effects of
policy tool use on policy targets and the application of that knowledge to the develop-
ment and implementation of policies aimed at the attainment of specifically desired
public policy outcomes and ambitions (Bobrow, 2006; Bobrow & Dryzek, 1987;
Montpetit, 2003; Weaver, 2009, 2010). It involves the deliberate and conscious attempt
to define policy goals and connect them in an instrumental fashion to tools expected to
realize those objectives (Gilabert & Holly Lawford, 2012; Majone, 1975; May, 2003).
However, most design studies to date have focused on questions which an earlier
literature on the subject largely neglected, such as the trade-offs existing between
different tools in complex policy mixes and how to deal with the synergies and conflicts
which result from tool interactions; as well as the different means and patterns – such as
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layering – through which policies evolve overtime (Van der Heijden, 2011; Howlett,
2014; Howlett & Lejano, 2013; Howlett, Tan, Migone, Wellstead, & Evans, 2014;
Doremus, 2003; Howlett et al., 2014b,; Jordan, Benson, Wurzel, & Zito, 2011; Jordan
et al., 2011; Del Rio & Howlett, 2013). The issue of the continuing success of policies
overtime and the need for agility and robustness in the face of changing circumstances
is one which has only recently begun to be addressed (Capano & Woo, 2017; Nair &
Howlett, 2017).

This special issue thus contributes to this new focus, presenting several articles which
address and help us to understand and grasp the multifaceted pathways through which
policy robustness can be theorized and empirically pursued. As we have argued
robustness is a characteristic of well-designed policies in many common policy-making
circumstances characterized by significant knowledge gaps and affected by capacity,
leadership and other similar issues. The papers presented in this special issue represent
a first look at the issues involved in designing policy robustness, when it is appropriate,
how it can be done and what it will look like.

In the first contribution, Art Dewulf and Robbert Biesbroek present a framework to
better conceptualize and understand uncertainty in environmental governance. After a
discussion of different types of uncertainty (epistemic, ontological and ambiguity) and
of the object of uncertainty (substantive, strategic and institutional), they present a
matrix through which nine lives of uncertainty in decision-making are stated and the
associated strategies actors can use to manage the uncertainty are presented. The article
shows how the design of robust policies can manage wicked environmental problems
only through a comprehensive understanding of uncertainty.

Capano and Woo then approach the multifaceted world of designing policy robust-
ness from a theoretical point of view, expanding upon the summaries contained here
concerning the nature of risk and uncertainty and their impact on policy-making and
policy outcomes. Capano and Woo review the existing very large literature on robust-
ness in several fields of inquiry in order to discern what the term means for policy
studies and how this literature can inform the kinds of designs thought to be able to
deliver the kinds of agility, flexibility and improvisation which can be termed ‘policy
robustness’. They argue that robustness is typically defined as a property of policies that
allows them to continue to deliver, overtime, their intended functions, purposes and
objectives, even under negative circumstances. They suggest that robust policy designs
are characterized by diversity, modularity and redundancy and require the presence of
polycentric decisional processes, political capacity and technical capacity in order to be
enacted and operate effectively.

The following three papers then present empirical case studies of the different ways
in which policy robustness has been designed into specific policy areas in several
different countries and sectors.

In his discussion of health disaster organizations and policies in Asia, Allen Lai
focuses on the design-as-noun side of policy designing, specifically addressing what it is
that comprises the ‘agility’ side of robustness in the context of case studies of the fights
against influenza A/H1N1 pandemics in Singapore and Taiwan in 2009. His paper
provides empirically grounded evidence to identify the prerequisites for agility and how
it can be designed into policies intended to respond to crises, and the lessons which can
be derived from health sector experiences for other sectors. This includes not only the
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creation of overarching committees at the highest level of government to facilitate rapid
decision-making and the allocation of resources but also the participation of all relevant
actors to consolidate resources. At Lai put it, at its core, the approach found in the
health sector demanded a concerted and collaborative effort by a wide range of
government ministries, business and civil society to sustain critical infrastructure and
the functioning of society during the two crises. The role of government was to guide
other agencies to take measures, and modify regulatory framework and monetary policy
to mitigate the economic impact of a (crisis). Policy processes in which major stake-
holders were invited to approve, manage and monitor the public health control
measures and interventions in order to improve future collaboration outcomes through
frequent structured information exchange, forging network-level values, norms and
trust among members were crucial drivers of robustness.

The precise information requisites and requirements for robust policy designing are
the subject of the contribution by van der Steen, Scherpenisse, and van Twist. They
demonstrate that robust policy designing requires rich information and the capacity to
look ahead and around, in order to respond in a timely manner to emerging challenges.
They examine the organization and management of the Dutch Agency for Public
Works and Water which has displayed a high capacity to design robust policies in
situations of great uncertainty through the development of an early warning system that
has allowed it over the years to increase strategic decision-making processes and to
improve its organizational capacity for anticipation of environmental crises and
changes.

Finally, van der Steen and van Twist continue this discussion of robustness technologies
by discussing how policymakers in the Netherlands and elsewhere have designed their
strategies for policy robustness. They present the result of surveys and interviews they
conducted on how practitioners and managers see strategy and what they think ‘good
strategizing’ implies. Their work outlines how strategy tools are typically used in public
organizations. They sound a cautionary note for this new area of study; however, in also
showing how five ideal type strategies for policy design deployed by policymakers very
often are not very attentive to the dimension of robustness, while being very attracted by
other dimensions like leadership, sense-making and power games.
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